
Notes on Nietzsche’s Genealogy of Morality - Part I  

Preface 

1 - Idea that we are unknown to ourselves because of our lack of interest and investigation of the 
basis of our own experiences. Key question here of who or what we are in spite of what we might 
think of ourselves as - note the relationship to Marx here.  

2 - Nietzsche is setting out to know the “true” origins of our moral ideals - not the reasons we think 
or give for them but their source in our history and psychology.  

3 - Where do our terms “good” and “evil” come from - what value judgments do they reflect? And 
what value do these judgments/categories of thought continue to have? A question of the morality of 
our morals.  

4 - Inspired by English authors attempting a kind of genealogy or history of moral ideals  

5 - Looking for more than the origin but also the value of morality, in particular the value of 
‘unegoistic’ virtues - pity, self-denial, self-sacrifice, those that say “no” to life. Idea that these 
virtues involve a turning of the will against life - to nihilism  

6 - Value of pity / morality of pity - what are their source? What if the they grow out of a regressive 
trait? Suggests that morality is perhaps a hinderance to the development of human power - again, 
note some similarities with Marx in their criticism of existing morality. This requires a critical 
reading of our values - in contrast to thinkers like Kant and Hegel who offer foundations for our 
values, Nietzsche wants to understand how we came to value the things we value, and especially 
what might be objectionable in those esteemed values.  

7 - Extends his thought above to suggest morality might be the history of a weakening of humanity.  

First Essay: ‘Good and Evil’, ‘Good and Bad’ 

1 - English psychologists offer a history of the emergence of morality - looking to see what is really 
guiding our development, beyond moral sentiment or reason, and going so far as to consider other 
less reputable motivations and emotions. What is the ugly truth of our morality? 

2 - English psychologists suggest that unegoistic acts are praised by their beneficiaries and called 
good because they were useful to them, but this egoistic origin of moral behaviour was forgotten. 
Nietzsche respects the intention but disagrees with the analysis - in part because he suggests we 
don’t forget what is useful to us! Instead he suggests that “good” was a valuation made by those 
who bestowed it upon themselves, the noble, the mighty, the high-placed. These individuals judged 
themselves to good and superior, contrasting with that which was lowly and common - as “bad”.  

The pathos of distance - “The pathos of nobility and distance, as I said, the continuing and 
predominant feeling of complete and fundamental superiority of a higher ruling kind in relation to a 
lower kind, to those ‘below - that is the origin of the antithesis ‘good’ and ‘bad’.” The good were 
self-valuing - even world creating, using their voices to name the world itself, including themselves.  



The question of egoistic action, Nietzsche claims, only comes with the decline of aristocratic values 
- when the herd instinct takes over.  

3 - If the distinction good/bad were about the usefulness of altruistic actions then there would be no 
forgetting of this exactly because of its usefulness.  

4 - Etymologically “good” is association with ‘noble’, ‘aristocratic’ - ‘spiritually noble’ - which is 
contrasted with “bad” as ‘common’, ‘plebeian’, ‘low’. The essential insight here is that there’s a 
shift in our value system but this has been obscured by a contemporary democratic bias (herd 
mentality / slave morality).  

5 - The distinction is not just a reflection of social position/superiority - the good as the masters - 
but becomes associated with notions of the good as noble reflecting a greater degree of truthfulness 
- the aristocracy are true or genuine humanity. The common people are deceitful, less real, less 
human - note that Nietzsche then begins to speak in terms of skin and hair colour - radicalised 
markers! This troubling stuff here - Nietzsche is suggesting that there is a noble value system that is 
undermined by democracy, by representation and rights extended to everyone - or more radically a 
redistribution of social power. He sees this process as quite far along and as a direct challenge to the 
noble spirit - this has echoes in conservative and fascist thinking in the 20th century and the so 
called Alt Right today.  

6 - Nietzsche things this distinction that originally rested on a political superiority becomes a matter 
of psychological superiority - good/bad, pure/impure initially reflected social/political distinction 
but they becomes distinction divorced from social standing. This leads to a corruption of aristocratic 
values through the clerical/religious figures of the ruling class - the priests are unhealthy in their 
turn away from action and toward contemplation, such that they start to alter the meaning of good/
bad, pure/impure. Though the priestly alteration to thinking of one’s goodness in terms of what you 
think rather than what you do kicks off a massive change and Nietzsche suggests makes man an 
interesting animal! 

7 - The original aristocratic values are based on a powerful physicality, a subordination won through 
vitality - the priests, however, are physically week so their hatred of the powerful and physical 
masters leads them to value the intellect - making them the greatest haters in world history. 
Nietzsche then goes on tot suggest that the Jews are the priestly people and are responsible for a 
radical revaluation of morality.  

“It was the Jews who, rejecting the aristocratic value equation (good = noble = powerful = beautiful 
= happy = blessed) ventured with awe-inspiring consistency to bring about a reversal and held it in 
the teeth of their unfathomable hatred (the hatred of the powerless), saying, ‘Only those who suffer 
are good, only the poor, the powerless, the lowly are good; the suffering, the deprived, the sick, the 
ugly, are the only pious people, the only ones saved, salvation is for them along, whereas you rich, 
the noble and powerful, you are eternally wicked, cruel, lustful, insatiate, godless, you will also be 
eternally wretched, cursed and damned!’” 

This is the slave revolt in morality.  

8 - This was a long revolt, a long process of change. Further, the hatred of masters/noble virtues 
also gave rise to a sublime love. Christian ideas of love and salvation grow out of the Jewish hatred 



of masters and creates a poison that slowly kills off the noble virtues - in the Jewish/Christian story 
the figure of Christ sacrifices himself for his love of humanity, of the most lowly - the idea here is 
that god/divinity is self-sacrifice - not self-assertion or self-love - and, thus, the aristocracy are 
rendered as figures of contempt - but the Christian/Jewish love hides a virtue that is hateful of life 
itself, for Nietzsche, which is why he sees it as bait and a poison.  

9 - This process has been largely successful, Nietzsche thinks, to the point that the church itself is 
unnecessary, as herd mentality and slave morality are triumphant. 

10 - How then does this revolt succeed? Especially if the masters/nobility were powerful and 
fearsome?!?!  Ressentiment - this is the key to the slave revolt as it gives birth to new values, not 
only opposing those of the masters.  

Noble morality begins with a “yes” saying, whereas the slave morality begins with a “no” saying. It 
is reversal of the evaluative perspective. Slave morality says no to the world rather than saying yes 
to the self (as the noble morality does). Slave morality is a response to the world - the noble 
morality is a yes saying unto itself and the encounter with others and the external world merely 
provides another opportunity for mastery and self-expression - think of Hegel’s idea of recognition 
here.  

The noble morality/masters see their opposite in the lowly, common, slave - but feel only contempt 
rather than hatred. The slave is unhappy and pitiable, but not evil nor an enemy. Therefore, they 
lack poisonous and hostile feelings. This is not so for slave morality / for those filled with 
ressentiment as they are not upright or naive, as the noble is, but lie to themselves and conspire - 
their souls squint, as Nietzsche puts it. Slave morality in turn puts cleverness ahead of action. And 
where the noble morality focuses on action and its expression of the noble self, and thus finds its 
enemies among other nobles who are respected and loved rather than hated, the slave morality 
focuses on intellect, psychology, motivation - and finds its enemies among the nobles who are hated 
because they cannot be opposed or defeated, and they are thus seen as evil, such that they are 
inherently dangerous, objectionable and must be opposed.  

11 - The slave beings with the rejection of the master, the master with an affirmation of himself - 
good becomes evil; bad become good. Nietzsche admits that there is something fearsome in the 
noble “races” that we have reason to be frightened of - the blond beast! - but he thinks that slave 
morality goes beyond fearing the power of noble individuals acting outside the bounds of social 
custom to seeking to irradicate that vital impulse, to tame humanity once and for all. This, 
Nietzsche thinks, leads to a civilisation that opposes life itself.  

“We may be quite justified in retaining our fear of the blond beast at the centre of every noble race 
and remain on our guard: but who would not, a hundred times over, prefer to fear if he can admire 
at the same time, rather than not fear, but thereby permanently retain the disgusting spectacle of the 
failed, the stunted, the wasted away and poisoned? And is that not our fate?” 

12 - Nietzsche thinks slave morality leads to the decline of human beings - failed souls - taking our 
natural strength and desire to expand/live - replacing it with cleverness, good-naturedness, 
indifference, comfort, mediocrity. 



“Right here is where the destiny of Europe lies - in losing our fear of man we have also lost our love 
for him, our respect for him, our hope in him and even our will to be man. The sight of man now 
makes us tired - what is nihilism today 

13 - The good of the man of ressentiment turns the nature of the noble/powerful into something 
immoral. Lambs and birds of prey example. The key idea here is that telling the strong that they 
should not be strong, in fact cannot be both strong and good, is dependent upon an imaginary 
agency, a capacity to be other than we are - contrast this with Kant’s understanding of morality and 
the good will! 

Nietzsche suggests that there is no being behind the deed, no being that choose not exercise its 
strength and power - but it is only by suggesting that the strong can choose (and should choose) to 
be weak that morality of the slave can conceive of weakness as a virtue and strength as an evil. 
Further, it allows the weak person to think that their weakness is a choice - to turn the other cheek, 
to be patient, etc.  

14 - “Now, as last, I can hear what they have been saying so often: “We good people - we are the 
just” - what they are demanding is not called retribution, but “the triumph of justice”; what they 
hate is not their enemy, oh no! they hate “injustice”, “godlessness”; what they believe and hope for 
is not the prospect of revenge, the delirium of sweet revenge (- Homer early on dubbed it “sweeter 
than honey”), but the victor of God, the just God, over the Godless; all that remains for them to love 
on earth are not their brothers in hate but their “brothers in love”, as they say, all good and just 
people on earth.” 

15 - The weak want to be strong someday - but this transformation is put off to an afterlife - in 
which the righteous get to witness the suffering of the wicked, or in a revelation to come that will 
wipe clean the inequity of the world and raise up the good over the evil.  

16 - The battle between these moralities is ongoing but the slave morality / herd mentality is 
winning out - Rome, Renaissance/Reformation, French Revolution. The contrast is a morality that 
gives priority to the majority vs one that gives priority to the few.  

17. What do we do with these competing moralities? Do we hasten some final conflict? Nietzsche 
suggests that he desire to go beyond Good / Evil but not beyond Good / Bad - what does this mean?


